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Abalone meaning pronunciation

crustaceans that can be eaten and which contain pearl motherTopics Fish and crustaceans2Word Originmid 19 cent. (originally North American): the name of the American Spanish abulones, plural abulón, of aulón, the American Indian language of Monterey Bay, California.See abalone in Oxford Advanced American
Dictionary Nearby words abacus noun abaft adverb abalone noun refuse verb refuse noun [ ab-uh-loh-nee ]/ ⺠æb əˈloʊ ni /SEE SYNONYMS Abalonas ON THESAURUS.COMa A large mollusc of the genus Haliotis, which has a bowl-like shell with a string of breathing holes, the body of which is used for food and shell
ornament and as a source of pearl mother. Master these essential literary terms and you will never speak as an English teacher. The main character is the main character or lead of the story. Can you identify the antonym protagonist, or the opposite hero or heroine? Take a quiz to learn the Americanness of 1840-1850;
adopted as singular California Spanish abulones, plural abulón&lt; aulón&lt; Rumsen word, Costanoan language previously spoken in Monterey, Californiaab aeterno, abaft, Abagtha, Abailard, Abalone, abamp, abampere, a band, abandon, abandonedDictionary.com Unabridged Based on Random House Unabridged
Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020any of the genus Haliotis of various edible marine gastropod molluscs, having an ear-shaped sheath that is perforated with a row of breathing holes. Shells used for ornament or decorationAlso called: ear shell See also ormerC19: from American Spanish abulón; origin
unknownCollins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYswivetno | [swiv-it] DEFINITIONEncent word is ... © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC
definition of Wiktionary, free dictionarySee also: Abalone WOTD - 2006 30 December From The American Spanish Abulón, from the local language of the Monterrey Bay area, e.g. Rumsen/Southern Ohlone aūlun (red abalone)[1][2] Pronunciation[edit] Noun[edit] abalon (usually unaccountable, plural aalions)
Synonyms[edited] Translations[edit] See also] Links[edit] ^ abalone Dictionary.com Unabridged, Dictionary.com, LLC, 1995-present. ^ abalone in merriam-webster online dictionary. ^ abalone to Lesley Brown, editor-in-chief; William R. Trumble and Angus Stevenson, Editors, Shorter Oxford English Dictionary of Historical
Principles, 5th Edition, Oxford; New York, N.Y.: Oxford University Press, 2002, →ISBN, p. 1. See also the 1911 Encyclopedia of Britannicos article about: Abalone. Abalone on Wikipedia.Wikipedia abalone at OneLook Dictionary Search from English abalone, borrowed in the middle of the 20th century. Pronunciation[edit]
Noun[edit] abalone m abattoirs) (cooking, uncommon) Abalone. Synonyms[edit] Continue reading[edit] Malay[edit] Alternative Etymology[edit] Of English Abalone, an Abulón of American Spanish, from a local language in the Monterey Bay area, such as Rumsen (South Ohlone aūlun (red abalone) Pronunciation [edit] IPA
(key): [abalone] Rhymes: -no, -e Noun [edit] abalone (Jawi spelling ينولابا , plural abalone-abalone) abalone (edible monovalous clams) noun count /unreadable / ˌæbəˈləʊni / Image © zcw, shutterstock Trends View usage: All year Over the last 10 years In the last 10 years 50 years Over the last 100 years0 years Source
definition abalone from Collins English Dictionary New from Collins Fast Word ChallengeQuiz ReviewQuestion: 1 - Result: 0/5 Sign up for our newsletter Get news and get access to exclusive updates and offer sign me up for food thought this Christmas I don't know about you, but I've had saliva at the Christmas food
prospect. The first pangs start in early December with a rush of nostalgia getting on the spots dinky net bags of mixed nuts for sale. Read more Eight Gaelic words from collins English dictionary English is a language that has seen its vocabulary shape and influence many neighboring languages from around the world
during a while... including some that are a little closer to home. Read more at International Volunteer Day International Volunteer Day (sometimes shortened IVD) held annually on December 5. It is an International Day established by the United Nations to recognise and promote the contribution of volunteers and
voluntary organisations to the well-being of people around the world. Read more Collins English Dictionary app Download our English Dictionary applications - available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate
environment for children. And the best thing is it's ad for free, so sign up now and start using it at home or in class. Read more Word lists We have almost 200 word lists of topics as diverse as butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knot types! Amaze your friends with your new found knowledge! Read more join
the Collins community All the latest word news, linguistic insights, offers and contests every month. Read more Scrabble scorefor abalone:9 Your browser does not support HTML5 audio How to pronounce abalone noun in British English Your browser does not support HTML5 audio How to pronounce abalone noun in
American English What is the definition of abalone? Page 2 2
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